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ABSTRACT 
Molecular dynamics simulations are often used to study the structures and dynamics of ionic liquids. Here, we 
have simulated three ionic liquids, trihexyl(tetradecyl)-phosphonium chloride [P66614][Cl], 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium acecate [BMIm][Oac] and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide, [EMIm][DCA] in a 
comparison of two force fields, GAFF and CL&PFF. In most cases, the resulting theoretical densities agree 
with experimental values within a 2% error. Diffusive properties were characterised by mean squared 
displacements to show the significant effect of the alkyl chain on the movement of the  
[P66614] cation. Activation energies of diffusion were calculated from linear Arrhenius plots which agree 
with previous studies. Simulations of the dynamical behaviour show retention of short and medium- 
range structure of the ionic liquids with temperature. However, although with increasing temperature 
more high energy local configurations become accessible, they are observed less frequently as energy 
barriers are more easily overcome, resulting in more ordered time-averaged structures. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Ionic liquids (ILs) are salts, which are liquid at ambient and 
near-ambient (<100°C) temperatures and usually contain 
bulky organic groups, either on the cation/anion or both. Due 
to the inability of these bulky ions to close-pack, the cohe-sive 
energy is remarkably low, making these organic salts com-
pounds with low melting temperatures. ILs can be made up of 
a variety of ions with functional groups, which can change the 
physical and chemical properties of the IL, e.g. the viscosity, 
density, or adsorptive behaviour. The highly tuneable proper-
ties of ionic liquids are advantageous for many applications, 
including in gas separation, electrolytes and catalytic solvents 
[1–3]. Some general attributes of ILs are negligible vapour 
pressure, high thermal stability, non-flammability, ability to 
act as polar solvents and high ionic conductivity [4]. These 
properties have over the last 30 years resulted in significant 
interest from the academic and industrial communities, gener-
ating a substantial fundamental and applied research literature 
on these environmentally friendly materials.  

The properties of ILs make them suitable for use in selective 
gas absorption, including the capture of carbon dioxide, where 
the sorption of gas molecules can be tailored by understanding 
and tuning the properties of the IL. For example, density and 
viscosity are key attributes that need to be understood, con-
sidered and successfully predicted for a range of ILs. Molecular 
simulations can elucidate the basic physical chemistry of ILs, e.g. 
how the structures and compositions of ILs relate to the physical 
properties exhibited. Systematic studies into the behaviour and 
properties of ILs can be carried out using a var-iety of 
computational techniques, such as Monte Carlo and molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations [5–7]. Here, we have  

 
 

 
used MD simulations to investigate the structures and proper-
ties of a number of prominent IL systems.  

Choosing a suitable and reliable force field is important to the 
validity and accuracy of the IL simulations. To this end, the first 
section of this paper details the comparison of two force fields 
widely used to simulated ILs: Generalised AMBER force field 
(GAFF) and Canongia Lopez and Padua force field (CL&PFF). 
GAFF was developed to simulate large organic and biological 
molecules [8] and as the ions considered in this study are all of a 
bulky organic nature, GAFF is a good force field to consider. 
CL&PFF is a IL-specific force field that has been parameterised 
for various IL ions [9]. As we aim to explore a variety of ions 
that are representative of cur-rent IL research, three diff erent ILs 
are considered: trihexyl(tet-radecyl)-phosphonium chloride, 

[P66614][Cl] (melting point: −50°C); 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium acecate, [BMIm][Oac] (melting point: 
>30°C); and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide, 
[EMIm][DCA] (melting point: −21°C)[10]. The IL constituent 
ions and their structures are shown in Table 1. We aim to 
compare these systems in terms of density and IL structure, 
showing any similarities and diff erences obtained from the two 
force fields.  

Phosphonium cation-based ILs are easily synthesised [7,8], 
and may off er superior properties, such as high thermal stab-
ility [11], when compared to the more well-researched 
nitrogen cation-based ILs, e.g. imidazolium and pyrrolidinium 
cations [11]. Work into phosphonium-based salts developed 
later than nitrogen-based ILs, owing to tributylphosphonium 
only becoming available on a large scale after 1990, followed 
by the availability of tetrabutylphosphonium chloride and bro-
mide on a multi-ton scale [9]. Variations of the four 

 

 
 



 
Table 1. Names, structural formulae and abbreviations of the cations 
and anions used in this study.   
Name Formula Abbreviation 
   

1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium  [BMIm]+ 

  [EMIm]+ 

1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium   

Trihexyl H29C14─P+─(C6H13)3 [P66614]+ 

(tetradecyl)phosphonium 
(H3C)COO─ [Oac]– Acetate 

Bis (trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide N– (SO2CF3)2 
[NTf2]– 

Cl– [Cl]– Chloride 
Acetate (H3C)COO– [Oac]– 

Dicyanamide N─(CN)2 [DCA]– 
 

 

 
Table 2. Lennard Jones parameters used for [P66614][Cl], σ in Å and ɛ 
in kJ mol−1, for both CL&PFF and GAFF [8,14].   
  CL&PFF  GAFF 

Atom 
      

σ ɛ σ ɛ  
P 3.74 0.837 3.74 0.837 
C 3.50 0.276 3.40 0.360 
H 2.50 0.125 2.65 0.063 
Cl 3.65 0.830 3.47 1.109 
       

 

 
Table 3. Ionic liquids simulated along with the number of ion pairs for 
each simulation box.   
Ionic liquid Number of ion pairs 
  

[P66614][Cl] 250 
[BMIm][Oac] 797 
[EMIm][DCA] 1062 
  

 
                     PACKMOL [15] was used to build initial systems of similar num- 
                     bers of atoms ∼25500 to keep the system sizes comparable (Num- 

substituents on the phosphonium cation and the paired anion ber of ion pairs in Table 3). AMBER 12 [16] and DL_POLY 4 [17] 

were used for minimisations and MD calculations using the GAFF provide for a large range of diff erent IL salts. A number of 
and CL&P force fields, respectively. PACKMOL avoids the creation experimental studies have been carried out on the structure 
of high-energy local configurations by guaranteeing that short- and properties of the phosphonium-based IL trihexyl(tetrade- 
range repulsive interactions are avoided. Additionally, systems are cyl)-phosphonium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide, 
extensively equilibrated before the production runs. At a single 

[P66614][NTf2] (melting point: −72.4°C) [9,10]. In contrast, 
temperature, diff erent PACKMOL starting configurations were whilst simulation studies have been carried out [12], in-depth 
generated and, following equilibration, these were found to yield computational work is less readily available. For example, Liu 
systems of near identical structural properties. 

 

et al. have reported a comparison of an all-atom FF with a uni-  

In order to achieve the correct density, the isothermal-isoba- ted-atom FF, which showed not unexpectedly that the all-atom 
ric (NPT) ensemble was employed, using the Berendsen ther- FF yielded better agreement of liquid density with experimental 
mostat and barostat set at 298 K and 1 atm. A time step of 1 data, before calculating heat capacities [13]. In this work, we 
fs was used for a total production run of a 5 ns trajectory. If 

have also studied the ionic liquid [P66614][NTf2] to obtain a 
a system was unstable and initial simulations failed, the cano- 

detailed description of its structure and diff usive properties at 
nical ensemble (NVT) was used and slow heating starting at diff erent temperatures.             

            5 K was performed. An equilibration was considered successful                      

                     only after stable and consistent results (energy and density) 

2. Computational methods 
          over periods of at least 500 ps. Simple cubic periodic bound- 
          aries were used for all simulations.  

                      

2.1. Force 
fi               The reason two diff erent MD programs were used for the 

 eld comparison and validation     
two diff erent force fields was simply due to the ease of setting 

A standard ‘class I’ force field of the form in Equation (1) was 
up the simulations with these force fields, and for comparison 

used to represent the atomic interactions in the IL. It contains 
of calculation time and performance. AMBER, a package of 

harmonic bonding and angle-bending terms, as well as 4-body 
molecular simulation programs used widely in biochemistry 

terms where appropriate for intramolecular interactions, and 
[18], is primarily used to model relatively large organic mol- 

electrostatic and Lennard-Jones terms to describe the intermo- 
ecules and biological compounds. DL_POLY 4 was compared 

lecular non-bonded interactions. The [P66614][Cl] LJ potential to DL_POLY Classic [19] to explore the balance between sys- 
parameters for both force fields used in this work are listed in tem size and calculation time, where we found that for our sys- 
Table 2. 

                 

                 tems DL_POLY 4 was computationally faster than Classic                      

    1               running on a reduced number of compute cores.  
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     the MD s imulations  were generated by dis tribu ting 250 i on  
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                  (1) pairs in a large simulation cell using the PACKMOL program. 



 

 
The dispersion interactions were evaluated using a cut-off  of 10 
Å, and the smoothed particle mesh Ewald (SPME) method was 
used to treat the full electrostatic interactions. The trajectories 
were integrated using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time 
step of 1 fs. The temperature and pressure were controlled by the 
Berendsen method with relaxation times of 0.8 and 1 ps, 
respectively. Ionic liquid force field parameters were taken from 
the CL&P force field which has been used widely in previous 
work and is validated for three diff erent ILs in the first section of 
this study. To minimise possible high energy structures in the 
initial configuration, a short 200 ps minimisation run was carried 
out of a low-density system, followed by a simulation at 500 K 
and 500 atm for 500 ps, to reduce the volume of the box. This 
combination was employed as it off ered the optimal balance for 
the systems between speed of equilibration and accuracy of the 
densities, as compared with experiment. The NPT ensemble was 
employed, and the density was calculated over a 5 ns MD 
trajectory, after a 2 ns equilibration run at temperatures of 298, 
323, 348, 373 and 398 K. The liquid struc-ture and mean squared 
displacement of the ions were calcu-lated from a 5 ns production 
run. Radial and spatial distribution functions were calculated 
from the trajectories using TRAVIS (‘TRajectory Analyzer and 
VISualizer’) [20]. 
 
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1. Force field comparison and validation 
 
First, three well-characterised ionic liquids were used to vali-date 
the methodology before expanding the simulations to a less well-
studied system. The primary property of the simulated systems 
that can be compared easily to experimental data is density. 
Experimental densities [21] are well reproduced by molecular 
dynamics calculations with both force fields (see Table 4). 
CL&PFF achieves values closer to experiment, redu-cing the 
percentage diff erences by a factor of >2 compared to GAFF. It is 
evident that both force fields reproduce the exper-imental 
densities much better for the imidazolium-based ILs, which could 
be due to the significantly diff erent structures of the 
phosphonium-based versus the imidazolium-based ionic liquid, 
with the former possessing much greater confor-mational 
flexibility. Accurately modelling a substantial number of large 
organic molecules made up of long alkyl chains poses an 
additional challenge compared to rigid imidazolium aro-matic 
units with short side chains [18,19].  

As seen above, the densities derived from the MD calcu-
lations using both force fields are generally in good agreement 
with experimental data and thus neither can be discounted 
using this data comparison alone. Next, site-site radial distri- 
bution functions (RDFs) of ionic liquid [P66614][Cl] were calcu-
lated at 298 K, shown in Figure 1. RDFs are often used to  
describe  any  long-range  order  in  liquid  and  amorphous 

 
Table 4. Densities, at 298 K, of ionic liquids simulated compared to experimental 
data with percentage differences (%). Experimental data from Zhang et al. [21]. 

Density/mol dm−3 [P66614][Cl] (%) [BMIm][Oac] (%) [EMIm][DCA] (%) 
Experimental 1.698 5.321 6.258 
CL&PFF 1.660 (−1.8) 5.316 (−0.1) 6.262(+0.06) 
GAFF 1.630 (−4.1) 5.294 (−0.5) 6.279(+0.3) 

 
materials, and these were calculated to characterise diff erences in 
the structures resulting from the diff erent force fields. 

The phosphorus-to-phosphorus, P-P, RDF (see Figure 1 
(top)) for both FFs shows a peak centred on 7 Å with a first 
minimum at 10 Å, indicating a large solvation shell. A diff er-
ence between the FFs is the small shoulder at 5 Å seen with 
CL&P, which is much less pronounced in the GAFF curve. A 
more defined long-range order is seen with CL&P (black 
line), i.e. a second shell centred around 14 Å and a third shell 
at 20 Å. The tetrahedral geometry around the phosphorus 
atom, with long alkyl chains in every direction, means that the 
approach of another phosphorus within a 5 Å radius is not 
possible.  

The first peak in the chloride-to-chloride, Cl-Cl, RDF 
(Figure 1(centre)) at 7.5 Å is again well-defined for both force 
fields, with more defined long range order observed with 
CL&PFF, which is comparable to previous MD simu-lations 
by Maginn [22] and by Padua et al. [23].  

The cation–anion interactions are in good agreement 
between the two FFs. In Figure 1(bottom), a large peak at ∼4  
Å is seen with a g(r) of 15.5 for CL&PFF and 12.0 for GAFF. 
The first solvation shell finishes at 7 Å, then a second peak 
centred around 10 Å. Coordination numbers for the cation– 
anion corresponding to the first shell in the g(r) are calculated 
from n(r) plots, also shown in Figure 1, to be 2.5 and 2.4 for 
CL&PFF and GAFF, respectively. Any long-range order is 
insignificant, but CL&PFF again shows more defined order 
beyond 10 Å. The g(r) values of the cation–anion interaction, 
characterised by the height of the first peak, is at least a factor 
of 4 greater than the interactions of ions of like charge. 

 

3.2. Density and diffusive behaviour of [P66614][NTf2] 
 
Having compared the two force fields by carrying out MD 
simulations on the three known ILs above, we noted that the 
CL&PFF produced a closer match to experimental densities 
and more defined structural features. The RDFs calculated 
from the MD simulations with CL&PP show a typical liquid 
structure with a well-defined first peak and broader peaks at 
longer range, which however were much less distinct in the 
GAFF RDF analysis. Our next study on the lesser known  
[P66614][NTf2] ionic liquid system was therefore carried out 
solely with the CL&PFF force field and the DL_POLY 4 code.  

The agreement between the simulated density obtained 
from the CL&PFF simulations at a temperature of 298 K, i.e. 

1.409 mol dm−3, and the experimental density of 1.394 mol 

dm−3 is very good, with a discrepancy of only 1%. The slight 
over-estimation in density of simulated ionic liquids systems 
is also seen in other studies [22,24,25]. Liu et al. [12], 
compar-ing an all-atom force field and a united-atom force 
field in mol-ecular dynamics simulations of phosphonium-
based ionic liquids, found that the united atom force field 
over-estimated the density even further compared to 
experimental densities at 293 K. 
 

3.1.1. Mean squared displacements in [P66614][NTf2]  
The CL&PFF force field uses diff erent atom types within the 
cation and anion (Figure 2). Translational dynamics were 
quantified via mean square displacements (MSDs), which 
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Figure 1. (Colour online) Site-site radial distribution function g(r) vs distance, r (Å), at T = 298 K, for [P66614][Cl]. Cation-P to cation-P (top), anion 
Cl– to Cl– (middle) and cation-P to anion-Cl– (bottom). n(r) plots for the first coordination shell are displayed to the right of each RDF. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Adopted nomenclature for atom types in tetra-alkyl phosphonium 
cation, [P66614] and bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide anion, [NTf2].  

 
were calculated for each of the independently moving atom types 
at the five simulated temperatures (Figures 3 and 4). Diff erent 
atom types are considered explicitly to reveal greater detail of the 
movement of the ions, rather than using single centre-of-mass 
MSDs. The HC atoms are considered to follow so closely the 
movement of the carbon atoms to which they are bonded, that we 
did not consider that separate MSDs for the HC atoms would 
provide additional insight. The P3 and NBT atoms are the central 
and most highly charged atoms of 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. (Colour online) Mean square displacement of each atom type 
in the [P66614][NTf2] system, at temperatures 298, 323 and 348 K. 
 

 
the IL and are considered the key atoms of the cation and 
anion, respectively. We note a greater range of diff usivity in 
the cation atom types compared to the anion, which can be 
attributed to the diff erence in size between the two ions as 
well as the long-hydrocarbon chain nature of the cation.  

To quantify the movement of the cation and anion as entire 
species, the individual atom type MSDs are summed with 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. (Colour online) Mean square displacement of each atom 
type in the [P66614][NTf2] system, at temperatures 373 and 398 K. 

 
respect to their contribution to the ion, i.e. there is a single P3 
in every cation, but 4 C1P and 4 CT so the latter are multi-
plied by 4. Finally, to estimate the movement of the ionic 
liquid, all atom types are combined by a weighted average 
method for the MSD of the ion pair (IP). The MSDs of the 
cation, anion and IP are shown in Figure 5.  

The self-diff usion coefficients of the atom types in the 
ionic liquid (Table 5) were calculated from the MSDs of the 
atom types (Figures 3–5). The slopes of the MSDs are plotted 
between 0.25 and 4.5 ns and the gradients are divided by 6 as 
per the MSD equation for a 3-dimensional simulation: 
 

〈r2〉 = 6Dt (2)  
Ionic liquids tend to have slow dynamics and the range of our 
calculated self-diffusion coefficients agree with values from 
the literature [26,27]. 

The diffusivity of the anion is greater than the cation, DNTf2 

= 1.45 × 10−12 m2 s−1 cf. DP66614 = 1.33 × 10−12 m2 s−1 at 298 
K, because the anion is significantly smaller, has no long alkyl 
chains and occupies a smaller volume. It therefore experiences 
less steric hindrance and is able to move more easily. However, 
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Figure 5. (Colour online) Mean square displacement of entire cation (dashed  
lines), anion (dotted lines) and averaged for total ion pair (solid lines) 
in [P66614-][NTf2], at temperatures 298 K (blue), 323 K (purple), 348 K 
(green), 373 K (yellow) and 398 K (red). 
 

 
Table 5. Diffusion coefficients, × 10−12  m2  s−1, of phosphonium atom (P) and  
terminal carbons (CT) of the cation, [P66614], the nitrogen atom (N) of the 
anion, [NTf2], the entire cation, the entire anion and the average for the 
ionic pair, [P66614][NTf2].  
Temperature /K P N CT [P66614

+] [NTf2-] IP 
298 1.44 2.05 6.83 1.33 1.45 1.37 
323 1.55 2.16 7.67 3.32 3.00 3.00 
348 2.23 2.57 10.33 4.52 4.22 4.45 
373 4.35 5.22 16.67 8.05 6.67 7.68 
398 7.84 8.68 27.83 14.37 10.75 13.38 
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6. (Colour online) Arrhenius plots of diffusion coefficients of phosphorus 
(P) and terminal carbons (CT) of cation [P66614] and nitrogen (N) of anion [NTf2].  

 
 
as the temperature increases, there is a notable jump in the 
diffusion coefficient of the cation compared to the anion. We 
suggest that this increase in diffusion of the cation with temp-
erature may be due to the greater flexibility of its alkyl chains 
as the temperature is increased. 
 
3.1.2. Activation energies of diffusion 
Arrhenius plots for the diffusion of key atom types in [P66614-

][NTf2] are shown in Figure 6, with the derived activation ener-  
gies displayed on the plots. The activation energies are all in 
the range of 0.20–0.26 eV, which agrees with literature values 
for the activation energies of diffusion of ionic liquids. For 
example, Heintz et al. reported activation energies of imidazo-
lium ILs in the range of 0.18–0.20 eV [28].  

In order to compare the diff usion behaviour with tempera-
ture for the cation versus the anion, relevant Arrhenius plots 
are shown in Figure 7, including the activation energies of  
diffusion. We calculated Ea(P66614) to be 0.24 eV, whilst Ea-
(NTf2) is 0.20 eV. Although the diff erence is small, the lower 
value for the [NTf2] anion is consistent with it being more  
mobile than the [P66614] cation, as evidenced by its higher 
diffu-sion coefficient. 
 
3.1.3. Intramolecular spatial distribution functions  
Further into the cation’s dynamic behaviour at diff erent temp-
eratures can be achieved by utilising spatial distribution func-
tions (SDFs) of the terminal carbons of the alkyl chains 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. (Colour online) Arrhenius plots of diffusion coefficients of 
cation [P66614] and anion [NTf2]. 

 
relative to the phosphorus central atom, as shown in Figure 8. 
Assuming that the statistics obtained are sufficient, the 
rougher iso-surface at the lowest temperature of 298 K indi-
cates more restricted movement of the terminal carbon on the 
timescale of the simulation. Conversely, as the temperature 
increases, we observe enhanced relative motion of the alkyl 
chains, as shown by the smoothed, more regular iso-surface. 
As already mentioned, this enhanced mobility of the alkyl 
chains may well contribute to the increased MSD of the cation 
with temperature. 
 

 

3.2. Effect of temperature on structure of [P66614][NTf2] 
 
The eff ect of temperature on the structure of the IL is con-
sidered in Figure 9, showing the RDFs for (a) phosphorus of 
cation to nitrogen in anion, P–N, (b) phosphorus of cation to 
cation, P–P, and (c) nitrogen of anion to anion, N–N. The 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8. (Colour online) Intramolecular spatial distribution functions (SDFs) of the 4 terminal carbons (CT) around the central phosphorus atom in [P66614][NTf2], at 5 

different temperatures: (a) 298 K, (b) 323 K, (c) 348 K, (d) 373 K and (e) 398 K. Isovalue of 0.25 is used, with the reference molecule created from the first time step. 

 
like-ion to ion RDFs show long-range order in the IL 
structure, with anion–anion interactions occurring at a closer 
approach than cation–cation, due to the diff erence in sizes of 
the two ions; the anion is significantly smaller, whilst the 
cation is bulk-ier and globular.  

We observe that the first solvation shell sharpens with 
increasing temperature for all three RDFs. It appears that at 
298 K, there is more structure with shoulders in both like-like 
ion RDFs (Figure 9(b,c)). With increasing temperature, how-
ever, the local minima coalesce, resulting in a smoother RDF 
and higher intensity coordination peaks for all three shells. 
This temperature eff ect is most distinct in the P-P interaction 
(Figure 9(b)). 
 

3.2.1. Cis/Trans behaviour of NTf2  
The ratio of the cis/trans orientation of the bis(trifluorometha-
nesulfonyl)imide anion, [NTf2], can be obtained from the 
simulation in two ways. The first is the distribution of CF3· · ·CF3 
distance and the second is the distribution of the C–S···S–C tor-
sional bond angle, as seen in Figure 10. A clear bimodal distri-
bution is seen in both the CF3· · ·CF3 distances and the C–S···S–
C torsional bond angles. The cis configuration corresponds to the 
CF3· · ·CF3 distance of ∼4.2 Å and the C–S···S–C torsional bond 
angle of ∼40°, and the trans configuration corresponds to the 
CF3· · ·CF3 distance of ∼5.1 Å and the C–S···S–C torsional bond 
angle of ∼170°. At 298 K, about 80% of the anions in the 
simulation exist in the trans configuration. These findings are 
comparable to previous experimental and computational studies 
of 1,3-dimethylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfo-nyl)imide, 
[29] and other [NTf2]-based ionic liquids [30]. 

 
The eff ect of increasing the temperature of the system from 

298 to 323 K seems to have no significant eff ect on the cis-trans 

ratio of the [NTf2]. However, at 348, 373 and 398 K we see even 
fewer cis conformations as the ratio moves further to the trans 
conformation. A possible reason for this change could be a 
balance between thermodynamic and kinetic factors. Although 
we could expect a larger proportion of the higher energy cis con-
formers to be present at higher temperatures, upon heating, it will 
also become easier to overcome the cis-to-trans energy barrier, 
which will be lower from trans to cis, than from cis to trans. 
Depending on the relative energies between the conformers and 
the cis-to-trans energy barriers, over time we could expect a 
decrease in the probability of finding the higher energy cis 
configuration relative to the lowest energy trans configuration. 

 
4. Conclusions 
 
Molecular dynamics simulations of ionic liquids are a growing 
field and a viable option to explore and elucidate the structures 
and interactions within ionic liquids. Experimental densities are 
well reproduced with force field methods, as seen in this work 
and by the previous literature cited in this study. Both force fields 
considered here, CL&PFF and GAFF, marginally underestimate 
the densities of the ionic liquids, with CL&PFF achieving 
densities closer to experimental data. Some simi-larities are seen 
in the structures produced for all the ILs  
[P66614][Cl] and [BMIm][Oac] with the diff erent force fields 
(i.e. RDF first shells), but greater long range order is observed 
with CL&PFF, possibly due to the greater ionicity of the para-
meterisation. The density of the [EMIm][DCA] only is 



.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9. (Colour online) Site-site intermolecular radial distribution functions in 
[P66614][NTf2] ionic liquid at increasing temperatures: (a) RDF of phosphorus  
atom of P+

66614 to nitrogen atom of [NTf2] (cation to anion), (b) P to 
itself of P66614 (cation to cation) and (c) N to itself (anion to anion). 

 
overestimated by both force fields, which may be due to the 
underestimation of atom charges in the DCA ion.  

After successfully modelling the density, we have used the 
CL&PFF to evaluate the diff usion of diff erent atom types in  
the IL [P66614][NTf2], along with the average for the cation, 
anion and the ion pair. We conclude that the cation diff uses 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. (Colour online) Distribution of the (a) CF3···CF3 distances and (b) C–  
S···S–C dihedral angle as a function of the number of anions in liquid [P66614][NTf2], at 
different temperatures. Models showing (i) the cis and (ii) the trans configur- 

ation of the bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide anion, [NTf2]. 
 
 
more slowly than the anion, and that the trend in diffusivity of 
the simulated system is comparable to experimental viscos-ities 
of ILs [31]. The structure of the ionic liquid is investigated 
through RDFs and compared across diff erent temperatures to 
demonstrate significant structural changes. Finally, when heat-ing 

the IL, the cis/trans configuration ratio in the anion [NTf2] 
indicates that a qualitative structural change occurs between 323 
and 348 K, which can be linked to the apparent sharpening of the 
RDF peaks on increasing the temperature. An expla-nation for 
this trend is that the simulated structure, at higher temperatures, 
is spending less time in local energy minima as the activation 
energies to move into the lowest energy configur-ation can be 
overcome more easily.  

The work reported in this study illustrates the application of 
molecular dynamics simulations in investigations of the struc-
tural and dynamical properties of ionic liquids. We further 
demonstrate that force fields, based on standard potential func-
tions, can reproduce the experimental densities and provide 
atomic-level information on the long-range structures of these 
complex systems that are difficult to obtain from 



 

 
experiment. Future work will include predictive MD simu-
lations of the uptake of carbon dioxide in the IL systems. 
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